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 Head of School’s Introduction 

 
This week we have reflected on the word ‘opportunity’ as this is one of the core values here at Acomb. It got us 
thinking about the opportunities that were on offer to us before Covid and how we are hopefully beginning to 
grasp these once more. For our Year 6 children, these opportunities have become a reality this week as they have 
been able to actually get out of school and engage in a variety of activities. Although nothing can replace 
Bewerley Park, the Year 6 staff organised something equally as exciting for their children and we thank them very 
much for this; Forest Quest and Allerthorpe Lake being just some of the places they have been able to visit.  
 
I must also congratulate Ms Jackson’s class too who had their Midsummer Night’s Dream performance broadcast 
to an audience at York Theatre Royal. Again, this is another example of an exciting opportunity that we have 
finally been able to offer the children once more.  
 
Have a great week.  
 
Mr White 
 

Weekly News 

Update: Active Minutes Sponsored Fundraiser for BCSY 
 
I can’t believe how generous everyone has been in regard to this. At time of print, we have 
now gone past the £2500 mark. Thank you once again.  

New: Science Week 
Next week in school is Science Week! Once again, we would love children in school to get involved with Science 
learning in any way possible at home. 
There are prizes up for grabs for the best Science Selfies! 
If you are able to join in at home with any simple experiments or science learning, you can post a photo to 
Twitter with the #scienceselfieAPS and we will be picking 3 winners throughout the week! 
We can't wait to see your entries!  

New: Reception Classes 
In the fortnight from the 5th July (Monday), the Reception children will be taking part in the Book Trust 'Rhyme 
Challenge'.  The children will be asked to learn and recite ten different rhymes and there will be lots of 
classroom activities based on these too.  To help learn the rhymes, the children will be bringing home a copy of 
each rhyme next week and we would greatly appreciate your help with this from home.  We will of course add 
some videos to Tapestry so that you can see the children performing some of their rhymes. 

New: Parking Safely 
We have been advised that, this week, a car was parked on the double yellow lines, at the Nursery Drive 
entrance, and it almost reversed into a parent and her children as they were crossing the road. The driver 
didn’t look in the rear view mirror, before starting to reverse, so didn’t see that the family was already in the 
road. Please be mindful of pedestrians when driving and remember not to park on the yellow lines in Nursery 
Drive.   

Reminder: Coronavirus 
Public Health England have updated its guidance based on the changes outlined by the government this week. 
The paragraphs below discusses this and lets you know more information based on the rise of the Delta variant 
across the UK.  
 
The Delta variant is about 60% more transmissible than the Alpha variant and makes up about 90% of new 
COVID-19 cases in the U.K. There is an exponential rise in Covid cases of the Delta variant, especially in 
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 secondary aged students. Even though the Delta variant is more transmissible in younger people, it is not 
leading to severe illness in this age group; however, it is more easily passed on to the vulnerable adult 
population. Schools are urged to help stem the transmission rates. Therefore, schools must continue to keep 
bubbles tight to reduce contacts. 
 
With the rise in coronavirus cases, especially in the school-age group, schools have been advised that they do 
not carry out face-to-face transition days, including Year 6 visits to secondary schools. The advice is to continue 
maintaining distinct groups or 'bubbles' that do not mix. Schools should continue to weigh up the risks of any 
increase in contacts when planning summer activities as it could lead to an increased number of pupils and staff 
self-isolating. It has been reinforced that, when carrying out any activity, that schools must make sure they 
comply with current guidance and keep up the hygiene regime, including handwashing and frequent cleaning of 
touchpoints.  

 
In regard to self-isolation, it was reiterated that breaking this is still not permitted in terms of going out, for 
example, on a picnic, walk the dog etc. The police have ramped up their enforcement of self-isolation, and 

violating these conditions risk a £1,000 fine.   
 

Reminder: Dogs 
A reminder that only support dogs can be brought in to the school grounds.  Please do not bring your dog in (or 
carry your dog) beyond the green gates at the main entrance to the parent parking area (on West Bank) or 
beyond the green gates at the Nursery Drive entrance.  Thank you. 

New/Reminder: Ignite Sports Coaching 
Ignite are delighted to open up bookings for the summer holiday club here at Acomb 
Primary School!  
The club as always will be sport-based with their fantastic team delivering a wide 
variety of fun sports, games, and activities for the children to play and enjoy. 

 
CLICK HERE TO BOOK THE SUMMER HOLIDAY CLUB 
 
After School Sports Clubs, 
The after school clubs that a currently running will continue through summer 2 and still have spaces available! 
Tuesdays - Year 5/6 Multi-Sport 
Wednesdays - Year 5/6 Football 
Thursdays - Year 3/4 Football 
Fridays - Year 1/2 Multi-skills (Games and activities that cover skills balance, co-ordination, agility and speed!) 
 
CLICK HERE TO BOOK AN AFTER SCHOOL SPORTS CLUB! 
 

Reminder - Uniform  
 
Just a reminder that all children in school (including Year 6) should wear school uniform as follows: 

 School sweatshirt/school cardigan with royal blue, red or white polo shirt 

 Grey/black pinafore, skirt, trousers or shorts (skirts should be a reasonable length) 

 Blue or red gingham summer dress 

 Sensible shoes (including a change of footwear for indoors) 
We do have some second hand school sweatshirts, polo shirts and PE shirts in team colours.  Please email 
office@acomb.pmat.academy if you would like any of these items. 
 

Curriculum Updates 
Computing – Online Safety 

https://bookwhen.com/ignitesportscoaching-clubs?tags=hc#focus=ev-se63-20210726083000
https://bookwhen.com/ignitesportscoaching-clubs?tags=APS#focus=ev-s7e2-20210414150000
mailto:office@acomb.pmat.academy
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As children get older and internet usage grows, its's imperative we learn about 
steps we can make to establish positive behaviour and how we can teach children 
to stay safe. The attached document provides some online safety tips that can be 
used immediately.  

Maths 
 

This website has excellent tools which you can use to support your Maths learning 
from home. You can select tools such as geoboards, fraction or decimal strips, place 
value cards or interactive clocks to have a go at practising what you have learnt further 
at home. There are many more tools to explore. Have fun! 
https://toytheater.com/category/teacher-tools/ 
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